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“Freedom, Sancho, is one of the
most precious gifts that the gods
have given to men, with which the
treasures, enclosing the earth or the
hidden sea cannot equal; for liberty
as well as for honor can and should
venture to life.”
Miguel de Cervantes
"At this dramatic moment, the artist
must laugh and cry with the people.
It is necessary to drop the lilies and
dip to the waist in the mud to help
those who look for lilies.
For my part, I have a genuine
need to communicate with others.
So I knocked on the doors of the
theater and now I dedicate to
him all my talents.”
Federico Garcia Lorca

I feel the poetry, the life, the
profound gaze and the artistic
mission of Federico Garcia Lorca
as a deep connection with earth
and body. These are like old
partners and accomplices.
The connection with Lorca's
writing and universe is an
understanding of the cosmos, a
lost and rediscovered inheritance
that melts in the mud in which
one dives, looking for the seeds
of flowers. And the music.
The choice of The House of
Bernarda Alba is an appeal
against the increasing isolation
in the world. That is why it is a
libel, a resist. The figures of
"Bernardas" grew back into the
cruel light of our day, like
monsters that shatter lives.
The "Bernardas Albas" close
the houses, our institutions are
more and more coercive.
We must continue to fight
because the opportunities are
not equal for all.

“Bernardas” propagate speeches
where they imply mechanisms
of repression and censorship
as if they defend liberty. They
confuse us. The diminution of
the freedom of the individual is
a daily activity, a succession of
happenings that cannot be
repudiated and that affect us
and settle in "prison existence".
Fear lies with us every night.
The threat "death of the father" –
the one who can save us and
lead to a better and brighter
future is constantly invoked.
They make us orphans of the
future and the past.
The exacerbation of the
threatening and dangerous
present is a force that suffocates
and atrophies the enthusiasm
muscles and the will to live.
By natural opposition, the force
of the earth and the Mother
Goddess reawakens and
reappears in a confusing and
paradoxical way, imparting to
the bodies of men and women
a grain of insurgent insanity.

The fear of the body that
infantilizes itself and refuses to
die, seeking to establish itself in
a perpetual unchanging present,
enlarges the perception of the
five senses. In the play, it is the
death of the father that
precipitates the closure and
oppression of women. In the
world, it is the separation from
the past and the disintegration of
the present that raises feelings of
helplessness and authorizes the
escalation of oppression. We will
only come to the future if we are
obedient and abide by all the
rules. Those that exist and those
that will still be created. The
suffocating circularities of the
authoritarian powers disguised as
democratic gestures, are exerting
increasing influences limiting
individual freedoms.
The gigantism of the great
institutions and social structures
adapted to an invasive
globalization, develop forms of
open despotism, without modesty
or brake that contain them.

It is the power of new social
dictatorships that, in the name of
security, impose on the global
citizen rules of conduct and
transparency that condemn
intimacy and privacy - as
Bernarda Alba did at home.
These new forms of power
emerge associated with the
orders and rules that social
institutions kindly and gently
are clinging to. The body and the
earth need to speak. We gave him
the voice that Lorca left us.
As for the work methodology,
this process follows a rewriting
of the text from a performative
process of experimentation and
research with the actors.
The text of Federico Garcia Lorca
is a pretext for creation being
the author of the final text
João Garcia Miguel.
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JOÃO GARCIA MIGUEL
Performative Artist, Programmer and Researcher |
Lisbon 1961 | His artistic practices are
characterized by performative experimentalism
and concern about the role of the artist as
researcher and social intervener. Creation,
research and training are the permanent basis of
his activities. He also works as a professor at
universities in Portugal and abroad. He writes
performative works and essays about the creative
act and the body. Participates in seminars about
performance and the unconscious. Exhibits
regularly. | Founder of the collectives:Canibalismo
Cósmico, Zé dos Bois Gallery and OLHO - Theater
Group. In 2003, he founded the JGM Company
and opened in Lisbon the “Espaço do Urso e dos
Anjos” dedicated to formation and dissemination
of the performing arts. In 2008 he was appointed
as Artistic Director of the Theater-Cinema of
Torres Vedras. In 2016 he takes over the
management of Associação Teatro Ibérico in
Lisbon. He is an associate of the international
advanced training center Actor's Center in Italy
and an associate member of the IETM - Informal
European Theater Meeting. He holds a PhD from
FBAUL in 2017 with the thesis PERFORMANCE
BODY AND UNCONSCIOUS. In 2008 he receives
the FAD Sebastià Gasch Award in Spain.

In 2014 he receives a prize for the best theatrical
performance with the show Yerma by Federico
Garcia Lorca by SPA - Sociedade Portuguesa de
Autores.
COMPANHIA JOÃO GARCIA MIGUEL (CIA-JGM)

from Lisbon, Portugal creates theatre around
societal interaction resulting from individual
freedom, and seeks to examine how this notion
shapes the world we live in. The search for an
experimental poetic language is one of the most
important features of Garcia Miguel’s work.
Through disruption and innovation, living in a
global environment open to influences and using
interactive technologies, his theatre is described
as one of the most accomplished and intelligent
deconstructions of a classical theatre text recently
staged. After years of exploring the complexity of
scenic machinery Garcia Miguel started a new area
of dramaturgical and scenography research based
on the creation of a technology that expands the
“phenomenal body of the actor” on stage. Its
productions seek to shed a light on the way a
daily exercise of individual freedoms becomes
increasingly concomitant for freedoms shared in
our societies.

SEAN O’CALLAGHAN
The Sean O'Callaghan Sean family comes from
Cork, Ireland. Sean studied at the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Arts (RADA) with Hugh
Cruttwell. He worked with Alexander Zeldin at
the National Theater in London in a play called
Beyond Caring Beyond Caring. He spent five
years at the Royal Shakespeare Company in
productions directed by Terry Hands, Michael
Bogdanov, Michael Attenborough and Mathew
Warchus and at the same time was in
contemporary pieces by David Edgar, Anne
Devlin and Nick Dear. Sean also starred in the
first new play produced at the new Globe
Theater with Augustines Oak and the new Abi
Morgan Tender at the Hampstead Theater. In
2015 he performs in Battlefield, directed by
Peter Brook and Marie-Hélène Estienne, and
toured the world for two years. He is an
associate artist of the Howard Barker's Theater
Company, Wrestling School, with whom he has
collaborated for 16 years

traveling in Europe and Australia. The early
years of his career were dedicated to
collaborating with Peter Cheeseman at the New
Vic Theater in Stoke-on-Trent, where he
continues to work and where he currently lives.
Sean stepped into the main cities of the United
Kingdom: Liverpool, Manchester, Belfast,
Cardiff, Birmingham, Plymouth and worked
with director Rachel O'Riordan on The Seafarer
by Conor McPherson (Le Marin) and starred
with John Dove in Edinburgh on part of Brian
Friel - Faith Healer (Healer By Faith). He has
received and been nominated for several
awards including The Irish Times Theater
Awards and The Scottish Critics’ Awards. Sean
worked extensively for film and television
where he did Maria Graham directed by Valeria
Sarmiento, Bigga Than Ben directed by Suzie
Halewood and won the award for Best Actor at
the Granada Film Festival. He just filmed a TV
series in Canada called X Company.

SARA CASTRO
Sara de Castro was born in Lisbon in 1975. She
has been a professional actress since 1998.
She graduated at the School of Theater and
Cinema, and worked mainly in theater with
several creators and directors such as João
Brites, Rogério de Carvalho, Nuno Pino
Custódio, João Garcia Miguel , Filipe Crowford,
Olga Roriz, Miguel Moreira, Ana Nave, among
others. She began her career as an actress in
the alternative theater in Ginjal's space and in
the theater company Utero. She participates in
several cinematographic and television
productions as an actress. She was part of the
permanent team of O Bando Theater and
participated in several shows of this group
since 2001. In this structure she worked as an
actress, administrative coordination and
production, staging, training and direction of
actors.She was nominated in 2018 for the SPA
Authors Award in the category of Best Actress
in Theater. She is a teacher of the subjects of
dramaturgy and of Performative Techniques in
the Professional School of Arts and Crafts of
the Spectacle - Chapitô.

DUARTE MELO
He was born on 28 August 1996 in Lisbon. In the area of training as
an actor he made the highlights during the laboratories with Sara
Ribeiro, Tiago Vieira, João Fiadeiro, Sofia of Portugal and Monica
Calle. He graduated Theater at the Superior School of Theater and
Cinema in Lisbon. In his debut as a stage actor, he worked with the
Experimental Theater of Cascais and recently acted on the stage of
the D. Maria II National Theater in plays directed by Nuno Nunes,
Ricardo Neves-Neves and São José Lapa. In the last year he begins
to participate in television works and dubbings. In 2018 he acts in
“Tio João” from João Garcia Miguel, based on Uncle Vânia from
Chekhov.

BEATRIZ GODINHO
She is born in Oporto in 1992. Very early she
began her studies in classical Ballet with her
teacher Fernanda Canossa - studies that she
continued until her graduation at the Imperial
Society of Teachers of Dance (ISTD). In 2010
she completed the course for Interpretation
at the Contemporary Academy of the
Spectacle, where she received a prize
awarded by the Ministry of Education as
Finalist with Best Average of the Year in the
A.C.E./ Professional School. She attended the
Interpreting course at the Academy of the
Science of Acting and Directing in London,
England. From 2015 she is licensed by the
Superior School of Theater and Cinema
(degree in theater – actors). Since then she
has been directed by Joana Providência,
Isabelle Schad, Madalena Vitorino, Alice Joana
Gonçalves, Carlos J. Pessoa, Maria João Luís,
Carlos Pimenta, Miguel Moreira and Peter
Kleinert, among others. She take part in films
since 2014.

RITA COSTA
She has a degree in Theater and a Master's Degree in Actor Art from the
University of Évora. During her professional carear has contacted with names
such as Miguel Seabra, Cristina Carvalhal, João Grosso, Ana Tamen, Fernanda
Lapa, Nicolau Antunes, Tiago Porteiro, Rui Baeta, Luísa Rodenas, Sofia Cabrita,
Nuno Nabais , Philippel Gaullier, Luís Marrafa, António Pedro Lopes, Renato
Ferracini, Jorge Parente, Alex Navarro, Caroline Dreams, Rodrigo Malvar,
Jimena Cavalletti, among others. She teaches at the VITAE Social Center and
Casa Pia de Lisboa - Maria Pia College - from 2012 to 2016. She has been
working at Association Teatro Ibérico since 2012 and is currently Vicepresident of the Association. She is leading the Theater Group of the Maria Pia
College - Casa Pia de Lisboa. In collaboration with João Garcia Miguel, in
2018, she directed the play “Diário de Um Migrante” by Maria Inês Almeida
and Ana Sofia Gonçalves.

RUTE OSÓRIO DE CASTRO
She was born in Lisbon and as great lover of nature and Plastic Arts she began
her professional career as an Educator for Art in 1999. At the same time, she
has been developing a profound research work on the ancient mystical and
oracular traditions focusing especially on the study of the divinatory arts and
practices of the Sacred Feminine. She currently works as a plastic artist,
costume designer, trainer and art therapist facilitating the process of
empowerment and personal development of women through the "Uterus in
Flower" Project, where she dynamize courses and sacred women's circles.

ROGER MADUREIRA
He was born in Lisbon on April 22, 1991. He began his artistic studies in 2006
and studied Audiovisual / Cinema and Video Communication course at the
Escola Secundária Artística António Arroio. In October, the same year, he
began his degree in Theater, at the Superior School of Arts and Design of
Caldas da Rainha. Hts formation in this school include names like João Garcia
Miguel, Miguel Borges, Joana Craveiro, Bruno Bravo, Diogo Doria, Luís
Madureira, among others. He was a trainee of Rogério Nuno Costa, with whom
he made his acting debut in March 2012, with the show Residência Artística.
In December 2012 he finishes his degree and in September of the same year,
he begins to work steadily with the company First Symptoms (Lisbon), as
technical director and executive producer. He was responsible for the light
drawings of shows such as The Portrait of Dorian Gray, Cyrano de Bergerac
(Best Show of the Year / TIME OUT '14), Salomé, he coordinated the Short Film
Festival 2014, among others. In 2014 he worked as assistant of image and
editor for the director Edgar Pêra, in the films Casados de Fresco and Lisbon
Revisited. In 2015 he made the first show with the creator Rui Neto (A Cabeça
Muda - Faro) and since then he collaborated with him in the areas of video,
lighting design, set designing, acting and interpretation (Mechanical Monsters
(2015/2016) (2015/2016), Huis Clos (2016), Catch My Soul (2017), Neptune
(2017), Vålute (2018)). He was technical director of the Theater Carnide in the
season of 2016/2017. He is currently technical director of Teatro Ibérico
(Lisbon) and João Garcia Miguel Company.

CO-PRODUCTION
Companhia João Garcia Miguel | Teatro Ibérico
DGARTES | Governo de Portugal | Teatro-Cine de Torres Vedras, CMTV |
Teatro Aveirense, CMA| Junta de Freguesia do Beato | IEFP

SUPPORTS
Teatro da Garagem, São Paulo, IFICT, CML

PARTNERS
TAGV — Teatro Académico Gil Vicente, Coimbra, Teatro Eduardo Brazão,
Bombarral, Cine Teatro Castelo Branco, Festival Y, Teatro Virgínia, Torres Novas,
Teatro das Figuras, Faro
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